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Every year, hundreds of thousands of college students are placed into, and do not complete, developmental math courses. The Carnegie Math Pathways, a nationwide initiative aimed at addressing this problem, is comprised of a student-centered instructional system that forefronts mathematical sense-making and conceptual understanding; structural changes to course offerings; and a system of faculty professional development. This paper reports on the use of Improvement Science, an approach grounded in methods and tools of quality improvement, to design, improve, and scale a professional development program for first-time Pathways instructors. We also report on insights derived from the improvement approach about effective professional development in the Pathways and findings related to common challenges faced when teaching the Pathways. We conclude with implications for professional development in higher education and the use of improvement science to scale effective professional development.
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Introduction

Over 14 million students are enrolled in community college, seeking an educational pathway to a productive career and better life. Between 50 and 70% of incoming community college students must take at least one developmental math course before they can enroll in college-credit courses (Bailey, Jeong, & Cho, 2010; Complete College America [CCA], 2012). However, 80% of the students who place into developmental mathematics do not complete a college-level math course within 3 years (Bailey et al., 2010). The pattern is similar in comprehensive 4-year institutions, where 20% of incoming students are placed into developmental math, and 63% do not complete a college-level math course within 2 years (CCA, 2012). Taken together, roughly 1.7 million first-time undergraduate students are placed into developmental math each year (CCA, 2012). Many of these students spend large amounts of money and long periods of time repeating courses; most simply leave college without a credential or developing a sufficient command of the mathematics needed to engage as productive citizens.

To address this national issue, the Carnegie Foundation for the Advancement of Teaching together with the Dana Center at the University of Texas at Austin developed an innovative, transformative strategy in undergraduate mathematics education: the Carnegie Math Pathways [CMP] program. The CMP consists of two distinct course sequences—Statway and Quantway, referred to collectively as the Pathways—that are designed to accelerate developmental students to and through college-level mathematics in one year. Their instructional design provides students with opportunities to learn mathematics content that is more engaging and relevant to their goals than they would encounter in traditional remediation and do so in pedagogical environments that are student- and problem-centered and that support students’ persistence and engagement. The CMP initiative is organized as a Networked Improvement Community (NIC), a collection of institutions centered on addressing a particular problem and disciplined by the rigor of an approach called Improvement Science (LeMahieu, Edwards, & Gomez, 2015). The CMP NIC, currently comprised of over 65 IHE’s (largely community colleges), organizes its collective
efforts to dramatically improve the outcomes and quality of learning of their developmental math students.

We report here on an examination of a key component of CMP: the Faculty Support Program (FSP), professional development aimed at preparing and supporting first-time Pathways instructors. We address how Improvement Science is used to learn about effective professional development and for continuous program improvement. We begin with a discussion of the community college environment as it pertains to instruction and professional development. We then describe the FSP and our use of Improvement Science in the FSP. We then present a brief description of our findings pertaining to professional development in community colleges and conclude with implications, limitations, and directions for future research.

**Background and Context**

The Developmental Math Challenge

The reasons for the low success rates in developmental mathematics are complex. The structure of the traditional developmental math course sequence (Hodara, 2013) and the complexity of the course options are significant barriers to student retention and completion (Cullinane & Treisman, 2010). Also, developmental math instruction often does not employ research-based learning materials and pedagogical practices that can foster deeper student learning (Bransford, Brown, & Cocking, 1999). Many developmental math classrooms resemble the content-focused, knowledge transmission model so prevalent in undergraduate instruction (Bailey, Jaggars, & Jenkins, 2015; Grubb et al, 1999; Grubb & Gabriner, 2013). Instructional activities tend to focus on factual and procedural knowledge as opposed to conceptual content and mathematical sense-making (Mesa, 2011). Many developmental math curricula do little to engage students’ interest and demonstrate the relevance of mathematical concepts to everyday life (Carnevale & Desrochers, 2003). In addition, instructors who may be open to alternative approaches, such as learner-centered models, are often skeptical of their efficacy for developmental students, who they perceive as weakly prepared and resistant to such strategies (Grubb & Grabiner, 2013). Many developmental math students have had negative prior math experiences leading to the belief that they are “not math people.” These beliefs often trigger anxiety in students who encounter difficult math problems (Blackwell, Trzesniewski, & Dweck, 2007; Haynes, Perry, Stupnisky & Daniels, 2009).

Carnegie Math Pathways “Change Package”

To address these long-standing challenges, the CMP NIC developed the CMP instructional system: a “change package” organized around Statway and Quantway. In Improvement Science (IS), a “change package” is a well-defined, evidence-based set of “change ideas” and associated metrics. The CMP change package consists of the following components:

Accelerated pathways: Rather than being faced with a maze of possible course options (Zeidenberg & Scott, 2011), students are offered an accelerated pathway that meets developmental math requirements and provides college math credit upon successful completion (Cho, Kopko, Jenkins, & Jaggars, 2012; Jaggars, Hodara, Cho, & Xu, 2015).

Mathematics content relevant to college, career, and citizenship: Statistics and quantitative literacy, respectively, are the core college-level content and conceptual organizers for Statway and Quantway, with developmental math learning goals integrated throughout. Both courses emphasize core mathematics skills needed for work, personal life, and citizenship, and stress conceptual understanding and its application in a variety of contexts (e.g., Gillman, 2006; Madison & Steen, 2008; and GAISE College Report ASA Revision Committee, 2016).
Pedagogy supporting deep and flexible mathematics understanding: Grounded in research on teaching for mathematical understanding and the development of mathematical practices (e.g., Bransford, Brown, & Cocking, 2000), CMP pedagogy emphasizes productive struggle with challenging problems (Schmidt & Bjork, 1992), making conceptual connections explicit (Hiebert & Grouws, 2007), deliberate as opposed to routine practice (Ericsson, 2008; Pashler, Rohrer, Cepeda, & Carpenter, 2007), opportunities for rich mathematical discourse (Moschkovich, 2007), and the role of collaborative learning in promoting mathematical sense-making (Esmonde, & Langer-Osuna, 2013; Webb, 2009).

Productive Persistence supports: Integrated throughout the CMP is an evidence-based package of interventions and practices to increase student motivation, tenacity, and learning skills. Based on research from social psychology, strategies focus on reducing student anxiety (Jamieson, Mendes, Blackstock, & Schmader, 2010), increasing a sense of belonging (Walton & Cohen, 2011), and countering fixed mindset (Dweck, 2006).

Reducing language and literacy barriers: Given students’ diverse linguistic backgrounds, supports and interventions are interwoven into the curricula and pedagogy to assist students with the complex language and literacy demands of mathematics, with its different forms of representation and grammar (Gomez, Rodela, Lozano, & Mancevice, 2013; Gomez et al., 2015).

Faculty professional development: A robust professional development system has been crucial as the CMP have moved from early adopter colleges to institutional contexts with more adjunct and inexperienced faculty and limited institutional capacity—this is the focus of the analysis reported on in this paper.

Teaching and Professional Development in Community College Mathematics

The shifts in pedagogy that the Pathways demand are challenging for many instructors due in part to their professional backgrounds and the availability of professional learning opportunities. Despite the emphasis on teaching in community colleges (Grubb et al., 1999), community college faculty are no more likely to have completed pedagogical coursework than faculty in research institutions. Heavy teaching loads and the low budget priority given to professional development prevalent in community colleges are not conducive for creating opportunities to learn about and develop instructional practices (Bailey, Jaggars, & Jenkins, 2015; Grubb et al., 1999; Tinberg, Duffy, & Mino, 2007). The problem is exacerbated in developmental education, where adjunct faculty, who often have heavier teaching loads, reduced access to professional development, and are assigned lesser status by their peers (Grubb, Badway, & Bell, 2003), constitute 76% of all developmental instructors (Center for Community College Student Engagement, 2014). Although evidence suggests that high quality professional development is critical for sustaining the impacts of systemic reform (Desimone, 2009; Fishman, Marx, Best, & Tal, 2003; Supovitz, Mayer, & Kahle, 2000), professional development in community colleges is described as ad hoc and lacking significant institutional support (Twombly & Townsend, 2008). Additionally, it typically consists of one-shot workshops that do not provide meaningful opportunities for professional learning (Bailey, Jaggars, & Jenkins, 2015; Huber, 2008).

Faculty professional development remains a critical and underutilized driver for improving student outcomes. Little research details the design of effective professional development centered on instructional improvement for developmental math instructors; nor has prior research documented challenges in trying to implement research-based professional learning experiences in community colleges (Twombly & Townsend, 2008). This paper focuses on efforts to address barriers to meaningful and effective professional development in community colleges, reporting
on a specific professional development component, the Faculty Support Program (FSP), to prepare first-time Pathways instructors.

The Carnegie Math Pathways Faculty Support Program (FSP)

The design of the FSP is informed by the following set of principles derived from research on effective professional development, primarily from K-12 settings (Hawley & Valli, 2007; Hunzicker, 2010; Guskey, 2002; Garet, et al., 2001; LeMahieu, Roy & Foss, 1995): (1) program structure provides for sustained opportunities for professional learning; (2) learning activities are job-embedded, supporting emergent problems of practice; (3) learning activities are context/discipline specific; (4) learning activities provide opportunities for collaborative reflection; and (5) learning activities are centered around artifacts of classroom practice.

The context of the CMP NIC creates specific challenges for program design. CMP faculty are spread throughout the country and tremendous variability exists in the availability of campus resources. Participation in the FSP is voluntary and outside of professional obligations. Therefore, FSP offerings must be flexible and responsive to the needs of faculty, demonstrate clear value to faculty (and administrators), while also providing meaningful opportunities to develop practice. Thus, the FSP includes multiple modalities for faculty engagement, comprised of online activities and resources; intensive, face-to-face workshops, such as national and locally-based workshops; and one-on-one mentoring from designated Pathways faculty mentors who provide support in planning and teaching, including ongoing, just-in-time support.

The design principles and structural components of the program serve as critical guidelines in the spread, and scale of the FSP, particularly as the NIC grows rapidly. In 2015-2016, student enrollment quadrupled to 6220 students, resulting in 222 faculty members teaching the Pathways across 36 institutions nationwide (Hoang, Huang, Sulcer, & Suleyman, 2017). Additionally, the Pathways is spreading to settings widely variable in policy and culture. What is needed is an approach to learning about effective professional development across settings for program improvement. To do so, we employ an Improvement Science approach, detailed next.

Approach and Methods: Improvement Science as an Approach to Theory Development, Knowledge Generation and Program Improvement

Educational interventions and programs demonstrate limited efficacy at scale (Elmore, 1996), potentially because traditional approaches to research and development often rely on promising interventions whose evidence for efficacy is limited to experiments conducted in controlled settings (Bryk, Gomez, & Grunow, 2011). As a result, such interventions usually rely on the fidelity of implementation by local actors. While appropriate for simple interventions that are procedural and artifact-centric in nature, complex interventions relying on individuals and their expertise across disparate institutions require a different approach (Bryk & Gomez, 2008). Thus, we employ Networked Improvement Science as an approach to improving and scaling the Pathways’ system of professional development. Broadly, Improvement Science (IS) prioritizes addressing complex problems through learning deeply about causal systems; developing theories of action for achieving specific and measurable aims; iterative testing of promising ideas connected to theories of action; the use of measurement to determine performance and improvement; and scaling solutions (Bryk, Gomez, Grunow, & LeMahieu, 2015, p. 7). IS consists of a specific set of methods and tools aimed at improving outcomes through the generation of knowledge of what works, for whom, and under what conditions. In IS, theories—of the nature of the problem, of the local settings and systems, and of improvement—are explicated, tested, and refined over time, using diverse types and sources of data.
The generation of knowledge and development of theory using IS are accelerated through leveraging networks organized around a common aim. Thus, the CMP initiative is organized as a Networked Improvement Community (NIC), a group of institutions that share a common aim, a shared understanding of the problem being addressed, and use IS as a common approach (Russell et al., 2017). This network structure is comprised of individual faculty, institutions, and members of a central, organizing hub. The hub is an organization, the Carnegie Foundation for the CMP NIC, that collects and analyzes data from faculty and institutions to learn about implementation and drive improvement efforts. This affords the initiative the opportunity to accelerate the development, testing, and refinement of theory for and of improvement. The hub manages knowledge generated about problems being experienced and tested interventions so that efforts are not duplicated. We now illustrate one way that IS was utilized in the spreading and scaling of the FSP—the common measurement system we developed to manage and improve the program.

The Faculty Support Program Measurement System

Traditional mechanisms for feedback and evaluation of professional development programs are blunt tools; they inform program designers and facilitators about whether or not a program “worked” or how well it was received (Guskey, 2000), but often do not provide actionable feedback that can inform ongoing improvement. They generally do not provide insights into faculty’s needs, resources, and constraints relative to the design and implementation of professional development programs.

In contrast, the management of the FSP utilizes Bryk et al’s (2015) conceptualization of measurement for improvement. Measurement for improvement (a) creates a common language and cohesive vision of program quality across stakeholders; (b) includes an associated set of routines, protocols, and processes for reviewing the program performance, and (c) allows designers and managers to continuously examine and improve the program for its audience. The FSP leverages this framework to a) design structures and activities around a common vision of effective professional development and b) gauge program performance. The FSP measurement system framework was derived from the Institute for Healthcare Improvement’s (IHI) system-level measures approach. IHI devised a suite of system-level outcome measures organized around a set of quality dimensions to assess the quality of healthcare and determine improvement priorities across a network of hospitals (Martin et al., 2007). The FSP’s system-level measures (13 in total) are organized around the five dimensions of quality, represented in Table 1. These dimensions, along with our design principles, constitute the FSP design framework.

Table 1 Faculty Support Program Quality Dimensions

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Quality Dimensions</th>
<th>Definition</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Effective</td>
<td>New faculty implement the Pathways with integrity and efficaciously</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Efficient</td>
<td>Preparation and support structures are not wasteful of time, money</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Responsive</td>
<td>The specific needs of new Pathways faculty are surfaced and met</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Community-oriented</td>
<td>New faculty seek support from other faculty, new and experienced</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Faculty-centered, faculty-owned</td>
<td>Faculty are centrally involved in the process of designing and improving FSP activities</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Leveraging Network Structure and the Common Measurement System to Improve

Comprising the FSP improvement infrastructure (in the form of its networked organization and measurement system) are a set of routines, protocols, and social processes for collecting and
reviewing incoming data about the performance of the FSP as defined by the quality dimensions. Our current data sources and collection timeline are represented in Figure 2 below.

![Figure 1 FSP Measurement Sources and Timeline](image)

In 2015-16, data were collected from 222 faculty at 36 institutions nationwide. In 2016-17, 462 faculty members from over 65 institutions nationwide are participating. Using the FSP quality dimensions as a guiding framework, data are collected from the network and analyzed by the hub. Data are reviewed twice a year by a diverse set of stakeholders (faculty, institutional leaders, and hub members). During these reviews, stakeholders determine high leverage priorities for improvement, that is, problems that have potential to produce large improvements with relatively lower costs of time and financial resources. Stakeholders then launch improvement projects, often beginning with an investigation into the problems and then progressing towards small tests of changes that may eventually become stable components of the program. The knowledge generated through this process informs the ongoing refinement of our theories of teacher change and the design of professional development driving the work.

**Discussion of Findings**

Through this improvement work, three major findings emerged related to the implementation of professional development for mathematics faculty in community colleges. First, the Pathways instructional materials were found to be a critical touchpoint for supporting professional learning. Second, common instructional challenges instructors face in enacting Pathways pedagogy were identified. Third, new instructors’ existing relationships at their institutions were often primary sources of support and mentoring. This proposal addresses the first in depth and touches on the others; if accepted, the final paper will elaborate on all.

**Leveraging Instructional Materials**

In our interviews with Pathways faculty in the process of designing and improving the program, the curriculum materials emerged as a core source of instructional support. First-time instructors used the materials as references to better understand lesson tasks and goals and also to guide their implementation of specific pedagogical moves and decisions within lessons.

CMP instructional materials include student lesson handouts presenting in-class tasks and brief readings and instructor notes, which are instructor-facing materials that contain all content in the student handout along with a) notes about tasks and lesson goals; b) guidance for the implementation of the lesson’s activity structures, such as group work or whole-class discussion; c) facilitation guides for whole-class discussion; d) suggested activities or “scripts” for promoting productive persistence; and e) anticipated student responses to rich problems. The manner in and extent to which new Pathways instructors use these materials appears to depend on their familiarity and comfort with the Pathways instructional approach. For those whom the
The instructional approach is more novel, instructor notes act as a standard protocol to which the instructor adheres for at least the first time. Faculty have reported increased familiarity, comfort, and confidence in teaching the Pathways after using the instructor notes, and they relied on them less in subsequent courses. Instructors more familiar with Pathways pedagogy use the instructor notes as a reference for understanding the lesson objectives, the purpose of each task, and how the lesson is situated within the curriculum broadly. These instructors also annotate the notes with learnings and ideas for future reference, which are often later adapted or omitted upon further trial and reflection.

These findings signaled that, to at least some extent, the materials promoted engagement in some form of reflection on teaching. Although variation existed in how instructors used the materials, we found that nearly all first-time Pathways faculty had studied the instructor notes for each lesson. This finding has broad implications. First, the design of the instructor notes should address specific needs of the faculty. This finding spurred a comprehensive redesign of the instructor notes, in order to better meet the needs of new Pathways faculty and to more effectively surface resources, activities, and opportunities for professional development. Second, while faculty traditionally do not have much pedagogical training in or experiences critically reflecting on their teaching, adjunct and full-time instructors can and often do readily take up opportunities to reflect on their teaching and experiment with instructional moves and practices with which they are not familiar, particularly when those opportunities are accessible.

Common Challenges When Teaching the First Time
In a redesign of the FSP, the hub conducted 30 interviews with new faculty in the fall of 2014 to better target resources and design based upon evidence of faculty needs. Five common challenges faced by first-time Pathways instructors emerged: lesson pacing, promoting productive struggle, facilitating group work, sustaining productive persistence beyond the first 4 weeks of a term, and homework completion. If accepted, we will elaborate on this further.

Leveraging Existing Social Relationships
Key data collected by the hub as part of program improvement are measures of new instructors’ engagement with their assigned Faculty Mentors. A program review in the fall of 2015 revealed low engagement. Through the resulting improvement process, we found that faculty saw local colleagues as a critical source of professional learning and support, and thus resources and structures that leverage existing local support systems were developed, tested, and widely implemented. This finding will also be elaborated upon acceptance.

Conclusion
The organization of the Carnegie Math Pathways as a networked improvement community has facilitated the design, testing, refinement, implementation, and scaling of the professional development supporting first-time Pathways faculty. Specifically, the NIC organization provided the hub with access to faculty from a wide range of institutions and thus insight into their work processes and needs as Pathways instructors. Additionally, the FSP measurement system aided in specifying areas for improvement, examining how colleges adapt program components to better fit their local context, and determining whether those adaptations resulted in improvement. In sum, engaging users and institutions in collective improvement work around specific problems, and then testing changes to the program to address those problems, provided us with key opportunities to learn about what effective professional development can look like across diverse community college campuses and diverse groups of faculty.
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